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21 crews, 187 contracts and just one product: STIHL
“Why STIHL? We build neighborhoods, not just 
landscape lawns and streets, and with an operation 
this big, we can’t afford to use products that don’t 
work as hard as we do. Running one handheld 
product line streamlines crew training, inventory, 
and maintenance, which means less downtime.

It only takes one inferior machine to break down to 
see the difference in total repair cost. Tough times 
require tough equipment. STIHL helps keep us 
running and profitable.”
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n this issue, you will have an opportunity to read a few excerpts from PLANET’s 
newly released Crystal Ball Report #30, sponsored by Hunter Industries and titled 
Innovate (or Die): How Green Industry Companies Will Thrive in the New Economy. 

As the title suggests, the subject of the report is innovation, and few topics are more 
important for today’s landscape professionals. Being innovative is not only a requisite 
for making a profit, but it also will be absolutely necessary for maintaining a company’s 
viability. As the members of the Crystal Ball Subcommittee write, our business landscape 
has forever changed and we will have to change with it or “be doomed to extinction.”

Last month, I prepared a list of what I consider to be my company’s 10 best practices 
and, yes, innovation was among them. Under innovation, I reminded myself  that change is 
rapid today and encompasses nearly every facet of our operation. Innovative companies, 
those that proactively update or rethink their procedures, equipment, software, and 
offerings on a regular basis, will definitely have a competitive advantage. In fact, when 
you think about it, innovation is the only sustainable competitive advantage that exists.

The following are among my other personal best practices:     
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TimE TO prACTiCE innOvATivE THinking
I

 Renew my commitment to PLANET. I consider my membership, and the 
many resources PLANET has to offer, to be a major contributor to our company’s 
business success.

 Attend GIC. Plan to take your team to the premiere educational event in the green 
industry. Put it on your calendar now, decide on who you will be sending, and get 
your accommodations lined up early.

 Focus on the customer. There are plenty of distractions when running a 
company, but customers shouldn’t be among them. They are the reason we’re in 
business, and they should always take center stage.

 Develop a sustainability strategy. Offering sustainable solutions should be 
part of any growth strategy. It is not going away, and more of your marketplace 
and your customers are turning “green” and will be expecting it as a normal way of 
doing business — don’t be left behind here.

 Become certified/renew certification. Make it a top priority to certify your 
workforce. Having Landscape Industry Certified employees not only will help 
differentiate your company, but also will provide you with a competitive advantage. 
Numbers are growing and customers expect, and are starting to demand, the 
presence of certified landscape professionals on their properties.

 Review your safety strategy. Being safe is a business requirement and a huge 
part of successfully managing risks and costs. Join the STARS (Safety Training 
Achieves Remarkable Success) Safe Company Program and take advantage of 
industry-specific resources.
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TimE TO prACTiCE innOvATivE THinking

DaviD SnoDgraSS, 
Landscape Industry Certified Manager,

PLANET President 

 Be a self promoter. Tell your 
story and that of the industry every 
chance you get. We are the original 
environmental stewards, and 
customers and the general public 
need to be reminded of that fact.

 Stay involved with your 
community. Plan now for 
your company’s PLANET 
Day of Service community 
project. Doing so is good for 
your community, good for your 
company, and it brings important 
local and national attention to the 
incredible generosity of our industry.

 Attend Student Career Days. If  
you think out-of-state recruiting is only 
for the national companies, you’re mistaken. 
SCD presents a unique opportunity to hone your 
recruiting skills, talk with some of the best talent our 
schools have to offer, observe them in action, and support 
the industry — all at the same time. One cannot overstate 
how important it is to get “the right people on the bus.” 
Forward-thinking companies include career-minded, fresh 
new talent in their mix of employees.

 That’s nine, and No. 10, as mentioned above, is  
be innovative. I’m adding one more to my list — read 
PLANET’s annual Crystal Ball Report. A copy of Crystal 
Ball Report #30 is available in the Member Center or from 
the online PLANET Bookstore at LandcareNetwork.org 
or by calling the Bookstore at (800) 293-5542.
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Ride for Research
Virginia Beach Loop

Day 1: Approx 30 mi

Shuttle to Williamsburg
Williamsburg/Jamestown 

Loop

Day 2: Approx 50 mi

Williamsburg to
Richmond

Day 3: Approx 85 mi
Richmond to

Charlottesville

Day 4: Approx 90 mi

Charlottesville to Front Royal 
via Skyline Drive

Day 5: Approx 100 mi

Front Royal to Reston

Day 6: Approx 95 mi

Reston to 
Washington, DC

Day 7: Approx 35 mi

shuttle

www.stihltourdestrees.org

Jeff Picher of Bartlett Tree Experts gives a tree extra attention.The seven-day Tour kicks off October 2 in Virginia Beach and continues 
to Washington, D.C. October 8.

Photo by Al Gilens
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STIHL Tour des Trees, America’s largest fundraiser for 
tree research, kicks off this year from Virginia Beach, Va. 
From Oct. 2-8, cyclists will travel through scenic Virginia 
and end in Washington, D.C. during a week dedicated 
to camaraderie, raising awareness for the importance of 
trees, and fundraising for additional research.

The event is the signature fundraiser for the Tree 
Research and Education Endowment (TREE) Fund, which 
works to advance knowledge in the field of arboriculture 
and urban forestry, and there are plenty of opportunities 
for the professional landscape community to get involved, 
from cycling to fundraising to planning or attending one of 
the community events along the route. 

The 2011 route will take participants across 500 miles 
of East Coast terrain and through historic locations, includ-
ing the nation’s birthplace in colonial Williamsburg and 
Jamestown, the university town of Charlottesville, founded 
by Thomas Jefferson in 1819, and Harpers Ferry where the 
Potomac and Shenandoah Rivers and the three states of 
West Virginia, Virginia and Maryland meet. The 2011 Tour 

route also includes 65 miles of the breath-taking Skyline 
Drive, a designated National Scenic Byway and the only 
public road within the Shenandoah National Park.

How to Register
Riders can sign up for the full seven-day Tour or any por-

tion thereof. The registration fee is $100 until Aug. 20, 2011 
and $125 from Aug. 21 until registration closes Sept. 17. To 
participate in the Tour, riders commit to raising a minimum 
of $3,500 (full-Tour) or $600 (per day), which provides fund-
ing for scientific research grants and educational scholar-
ships administered by the TREE Fund. Full- and partial-Tour 
registrants receive all lodging, meals, snacks, beverages, 
and mechanical support for the duration of the Tour, along 
with an official STIHL Tour des Trees cycling jersey, wind 
jacket and t-shirt.

There is also a one day, 30-mile recreational Ride for 
Research fundraiser around Virginia Beach on Oct. 2 for 
cyclists who would like to participate in a shorter ride. 
Registration fee for the Ride for Research is $75, and Ride 

Support the 2011 STIHL Tour des 
Trees to Benefit the TREE Fund
2011 Tour travels from Virginia Beach to Washington, D.C.

for Research participants are not required to fundraise.

Cyclists can register online for the STIHL Tour des Trees 
or the Ride for Research at www.stihltourdestrees.org. 

Raising Money for Tree Research
Proceeds benefit the TREE Fund, which is the largest non-

governmental source of funding 
for research and education pro-
grams related to arboriculture 
and urban forestry in the world, 
and has raised more than $4.4 
million through the Tour since the 
event began. Money raised by 
the STIHL Tour des Trees funds 
research into best practices for 
locating, planting, pruning and caring for urban trees, the 
development of hardier, disease-resistant species, alterna-
tive solutions to pesticide use and development of safer 
equipment and techniques for tree care workers. 

STIHL Inc., manufacturer of the nation’s number one 
selling brand of handheld outdoor power equipment,* will 

once again serve as the title sponsor for the 2011 Tour.
“Some wonder why a chain saw company would be 

interested in supporting our efforts,” said Janet Bornancin, 
executive director of the TREE Fund. “What they might 
not know is that STIHL products are used to maintain over-
all tree health, allowing trees to live and grow to their full 

potential. They play an integral role in 
tree conservation.” 

“We have sponsored the STIHL Tour 
des Trees for the past 11 years and 
are proud to continue our support for 
tree conservation efforts,” said Roger 
Phelps, promotional communications 
manager for STIHL Inc. “We feel it’s 

important to educate the public about tree care and the 
role that TREE Fund supported research has in improving 
our environment and overall quality of life.”

More information on the STIHL Tour des Trees, includ-
ing information on sponsorship, rider registration, volunteer 
opportunities, or donating to the TREE Fund is available at 
www.stihltourdestrees.org. 

*”Number one selling brand” is based on syndicated Irwin Broh Research (commercial landscapers) as well as independent consumer research of 
2010 U.S. sales and market share data for the gasoline-powered handheld outdoor power equipment category combined sales to consumers and 
commercial landscapers.

Additional Sponsors of the 2011 STIHL Tour des Trees include:
Crown Sponsor Bartlett Tree Experts, TREE Fund Partners Asplundh Tree Expert Co. and KASK 

America, Platinum Leaf Sponsor The Davey Tree Expert Company, Gold Leaf Sponsor APS, Silver 
Leaf Sponsors Arborwell, Casey Trees, Lewis Tree Service, Mid-Atlantic Chapter of ISA, NGK Spark 

Plugs and West Coast Arborists; and Bronze Leaf Sponsors Vermeer and Wright Tree Service.
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PeoPle Power Fuels  
ComPany Growth

Precision Landscape 
Management

Dallas, Texas

CEO: 
Bruce Birdsong, Landscape  
Industry Certified Manager

Founded: 1979

Employees: 250

Service Offering: 
Full-service commercial  
landscape management

Company profile:



t was 31 years ago when Dallas-based Precision Landscape  
Management landed its first commercial maintenance account. At 
the time, the company employed two people; now, it employs 250.  

Although providing commercial landscape management services 
still drives the company, reputation, word-of-mouth, and experience 
have created growth opportunities in other service areas. Commercial  
customers, including property owners and managers and HOAs, can call on  
Precision for landscape design and construction; irrigation installation, 
repair, and backflow services; lawn care; and arboriculture services. 

Precision Landscape Management is the brainchild of CEO Bruce 
Birdsong, Landscape Industry Certified Manager, who started the  
company right out of high school. “We learned early on that commercial 
maintenance was the area in which we wanted to concentrate,” he relates. 
“Yes, we’ve branched off  into other service areas, but 90 percent of this 
work originates from our 400 maintenance accounts. We have been truly 
blessed to hire some outstanding individuals and this, more than anything 
else, has been responsible for our growth.” 

Turning points
When asked to define a couple of turning 

points, Birdsong mentions debt, or lack there-
of, as being pivotal, especially in the company’s  
formative years. “We grew as fast as we could  
afford and avoided creating debt,” he says. “Even 
today, we’re cautious about spending money.  
But at the same time, if  a piece of equipment or 
software will help us become more efficient, then we will certainly make  
the investment.” 

However, it’s people — department heads, crew leaders, and crew  
members — who make the company tick, the founder says emphatically. 
“Our employees are our strength, and they give us our competitive ad-
vantage. Throughout, we’ve always looked for the best people to help our 
company grow, and we treat everyone equally.”

Twenty years ago, Precision Landscape Management started a profit 
sharing program. It is available to all full-time employees, and part-time 
employees can participate as long as they log at least 500 hours a year. 
Health care, twice-a-year bonuses, heat bonuses, and shoe allowances 
are among other perks, as is the availability of college scholarships to all 
employees’ children. “A pat on the back and recognition for a job well-
done mean just as much, if  not more, for people as monetary rewards,” 
Birdsong notes. 

In return, employees take ownership in the company. “They commit 
to being part of a team that works closely with clients to produce a top-
quality product at a fair price. It works beautifully for us and our clients. 
We have employees who have been with us 25 years and clients who have 
been with us since the early 1980s.” 

Challenging times
Precision Landscape Management is in the third year of what Birdsong  

calls “a major slowdown in the Dallas real estate market.” The downturn,  
he relates, requires his staff  to spend extra time working with  
commercial clients to help them with budget constraints. “We’re usually 
never the lowest bidder, but we do our best to give the customer the best 

value. In Dallas, weather is always a challenge, too, particularly in the 
summer with even and odd days rationing, along with other restrictions.” 

To help customers control costs and yet keep their properties looking  
nice, his company offers a water audit service and may suggest an  
upgrade to ET-based controllers. “Again, it comes down to trust and  
having a partnership relationship with customers,” says Birdsong, who 
also identifies price increases from major chemical and equipment  
suppliers as one of the ongoing challenges for everyone in the industry. 

Still, the No. 1 industry challenge, he emphasizes, is that landscape  
contractors promise more than they can or will produce. “This lack of 
professionalism fills the marketplace with distrust. We’ve worked hard 
over the last 30 years to be professional, to deliver what we promise. 
Again, I believe it all begins with your people.”

Being a PLANET member also has helped with his business growth. 
Birdsong says he joined in the mid-1980s and, from the very beginning, 
looked forward to meeting other industry professionals and finding that 

one nugget of information that could change the way he did business.  
“Attending seminars and just talking with other members, we’ve learned 
how to be more efficient, increase our profitability, and protect our assets,” 
he relates. “Through our relationship with PLANET members, we forged 
partnerships with equipment and bidding software companies to help grow 
our business. Many of these relationships we still have to this day.” 

From his early days with PLANET, Birdsong learned the value that 
newly introduced zero-turn mowers would bring to mowing crews.  
Each of his 32 maintenance crews also has a GPS unit, not to play 
“big brother,” Birdsong emphasizes, “but to help recover any stolen  
equipment. Oh, we monitor each crew for a week a couple times a year to 
make sure they’re being as efficient as they can be with routing. In terms 
of watching over their shoulder with GPS on a daily basis, that’s not for 
us. We trust our employees to do what they’re trained to do.”

Maintenance crews vary in size from two to five members, depending  
on the property. Precision Landscape Management has five in-house 
technicians to maintain its equipment and fleet of vehicles. This year,  
the company opened a second 11-acre location to supplement its  
headquarters facility. 

“We’ve been operating by sustainable principles for several years,”  
Birdsong explains. “We send yard debris to a recycling facility, use  
recycling decks on our mowers where we can, and continue to use more 
organic-based, slow-release fertilizers. When it comes to sustaining our 
business, there’s no question what fuels growth and profitability. This 
company is not about me; it’s about our employees. It’s their dedication 
and effort that drives our success.”

I
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Over the years, reputation, word-of-mouth, and experience 
helped the company expand its service offerings.

precision Landscape management landed its first commercial  
account 31 years ago. providing commercial landscape  
management services still drives the company’s service offerings.
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ompetition is exceptionally keen, profit 
margins are under pressure, and the  
recent recession has changed the operating  

landscape for years to come. What are landscape 
professionals to do? That was the question posed 
to PLANET’s Crystal Ball Subcommittee  
as its members and invited guests met last fall 
to prepare the 30th annual report. 

Their answer is there may never have been 
a time when landscape professionals needed 
to be more innovative than now. Crystal Ball 
Report #30, titled Innovate (or Die): How 
Green Industry Companies Will Thrive in the  
New Economy, emphasizes that innovative 
thinking is not only the best way for  
companies to differentiate themselves from  
the competition and increase their profit 
margins, but it’s also fundamental to 
business survival in today’s economic 
environment. The report’s introduction 
cautions: “Companies that learn to  
innovate, to view, analyze, and change 
continuously will grow with the new 
economy, while companies that continue 

with ‘business as usual’ are doomed to extinction.” 
Since 1970, the PLANET Crystal Ball  

Subcommittee has provided leadership to the 
green industry through thought-provoking and 
challenging reports. Historically, a dozen or so 
industry leaders plan and research a topic they 
have identified as being significant to the green 
industry prior to holding their annual meeting  
in the fall. From the in-depth discussions held 
during the meeting comes the Crystal Ball  
Report — a publication that shows green  
industry professionals how the chosen topic is 
meaningful to their businesses. 

Path to innovative thinking
Crystal Ball Report #30 is designed to be an 

innovation guidebook for the green industry. 
It encourages business owners to assess where 
they are on the innovation scale and actively 
engage in creating a “culture of innovation.”  
Subcommittee members emphasize that the  
report is not simply a theoretical exercise in  
innovative thinking, but also provides examples  
of how innovative companies — small,  
medium, and large, alike — support learning,  
growth, and innovation. One chapter, for  
example, identifies the innovation needs  
of different-sized companies; another identifies  
possible innovation paths based on the  
experience of some Subcommittee members. 

“All these chapters are meant to give you a 
lens through which to look at your company 
and identify where your company is, and to  
determine what general areas might need  
refocusing and redirection to up your  
company’s commitment to innovation,” write 
the Crystal Ball Subcommittee members. 

Compelling stories
To bring innovation to life, Subcommittee 

members shared many of their own experiences 
and those of other professionals in- and outside 
the green industry. Most of these stories are 
about how companies successfully implemented 
innovative thinking into their operation. Some, 
though, discuss failures because, as members 
point out, “success and failure are important 
parts of the learning process.” 

Following are a few excerpts from these  
stories:

C

Crystal Ball report
touts innovation



Dealing with a water crisis 
“I was out of town attending a meeting when 

word came down that all outdoor watering in  
Atlanta had been banned for the foreseeable 
future,” says HighGrove Partners CEO Jim  
McCutcheon, Landscape Industry Certified  
Manager. “All watering. For a landscape  
company, of course, this was seriously awful 
news, and it constituted a genuine threat to 
the very survival of our business. Landscape  
contractors could use water only under 
highly restricted terms for 30 days for new  
installations, but even that regulation could  
easily be overturned by any municipality 
that chose to eliminate watering entirely. To 
make matters worse, we were only two weeks 
away from starting our fall seasonal color  
installations, which is a big moneymaker for 
any landscape company in the South, but which 
of course also requires a lot of water. So, it was 
a genuine, full-fledged crisis.”

McCutcheon told fellow Subcommittee 
members that his company would have to be 
innovative to get through the crisis and that it 
would have to be done under the toughest of 
circumstances. As he put it, “We were going to 
try to innovate in a crisis, and innovate our way 
out of the crisis.”

Innovative diversification
A key to success for Dennis’ Seven Dees 

Landscaping in Portland, Oregon, has always 
been diversification. The company offers full-
service landscape management for residential 
and commercial customers and also operates 
five retail garden centers, including two in  
Oregon’s coast region.

“Our business grew in June 2010 as a result 
of an experiment that proved to be a very suc-
cessful innovation,” relates company President  
David Snodgrass, Landscape Industry Certified 
Manager. “Our Seaside garden center opened 
an open-air, fresh produce market. “Our  

customer count has been incredibly higher than 
in the past, and of the people who come to the 
garden center to buy produce or nursery items, 
52 percent end up buying a bit of both. More 
importantly, people shop weekly for produce, 
verses seasonally when shopping for typical 
garden center merchandise, so we have many 
more opportunities to serve them.” Snodgrass 
continues: “When I think of the money we’ve 
spent on advertising and promotions in an  
attempt to drive traffic to our door, nothing  
has been this effective. Not only has produce 
been a ‘profitable’ profit center, but it also 
has  contributed to a 19 percent increase in 
total sales since it opened. Not bad, especially  
considering the tough economy we’re in.” 

Creating a learning,   growing environment
YardApes is a small but growing yard  

maintenance firm located in New Milford,  
Connecticut. Company owner Shayne Newman,  
Landscape Industry Certified Manager &  
Technician, wants all his employees to be  
learning consistently but found that while 
some had a natural appetite for learning,  
others were rather complacent. “So, how to deal 
with the complacent and indifferent ones was 
one of my challenges as the business owner,”  
he told Subcommittee members, adding that 
while monetary incentives are important, “it 
took more than a pay raise to keep everyone  
pushing forward.

“Employees at YardApes are in charge  
of their own paychecks because what they 

learn and apply affects what they earn. The  
resulting empowerment goes so much further 
than a number thrown at them at the end of 
a yearly review, and they don’t have to try to  
prevail upon me to give them money at random  
or struggle to find reasons why they are  
deserving of a raise; there’s a process for  
earning raises. As a result, we see improved  
self-esteem, healthy competition, and a whole 
lot of pride in the employees.”

Crystal Ball Report #30 contains dozens of 
stories of how being innovative or otherwise  
thinking out of the proverbial box helped  
owners overcome specific challenges within 
their companies. The stories make for good 
reading and the ideas they convey are reason 
enough to obtain a copy of the report. More 
importantly, the challenge all companies face 
today is to create a culture where new ideas and 
innovative thinking flow freely. 

The report is designed to help landscape  
professionals do just that. To read the above  
innovation stories in their entirety and for all 
the other stories of innovation, get your copy of 
Crystal Ball Report #30 — Innovate (or Die): 
How Green Industry Companies Will Thrive in the 
New Economy from the PLANET Bookstore, 
either online at LandcareNetwork.org or by 
calling (800) 293-5542 and asking for item  
number MR-0030E (PLANET member price 
$10; nonmembers $30).

Last fall, pLAnET’s Crystal Ball  
Subcommittee members and  

invitees met at the madison valley 
ranch in the town of Ennis, montana. 
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he first year I joined PLANET, the  
experience was kind of intimidating,” 
recalls Nikos Phelps, Landscape Industry  

Certified Technician. “I found myself  in seminars  
sitting next to some major industry rock stars.” 

The owner of Utopian Landscapes in  
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, has since found his 
comfort level. He has met new friends, many of 
the so-call “rock star” genre, and leveraged his 
new-found knowledge to grow his business. 

“I’ve attended the last three Green Industry  
Conferences (GICs) and sat in on as many  
seminars as I could,” Phelps relates. “In each 
seminar, my goal was to return home with one 
or two tidbits that would help differentiate 
my company from the competition.” During 
the last GIC, he also sat in on the meetings of 
the Student Career Days and Public Relations 
committees, part of what he calls taking “baby 
steps” to get more involved with the organization.

 “Already, I’ve learned that the real value 
of joining PLANET is derived from meeting 
people and networking at social gatherings and 
events such as the Breakfast With Champions 
at GIC, and participating in committees,” says 
Phelps. Where once I was a little reluctant to 
approach members, I now make an effort to  
introduce myself  and get to know as many  
fellow landscape contractors as possible.”

Like Phelps, Wes Wilkinson, owner of Elite 
Lawns, Inc., in Yukon, Oklahoma, joined 
PLANET three years ago, at the end of his first 
year in business. “I went to the GIC where I  
met PLANET’s Membership Manager Gail 
Rogers,” he recalls. “She convinced me right 
on the spot to join, and I have absolutely no  
regrets. I can pick up the phone anytime and get 
a question answered.”

Wilkinson has since made it a habit to attend 
the Breakfast With Champions at GIC and  
network with veteran members. He’s already been 
mentored by a large contractor he met at one of 
the breakfast gatherings and has bent the ear of 
leadership members over dinner conversations.

A former third grade teacher, Wilkinson  
admits that it may have been all the resources, 
including training materials, that first caught his 
eye. “I believe that one can never learn enough, 

and PLANET 
has volumes of 
information on 
virtually every 
topic a landscape 
contractor would 
want, from sales 
and marketing 

strategies to how-to books and DVDs. 
“I have all the certification study material  

in preparation to take the exam this fall,” he  
relates,  “and probably altogether, I have more 
than 20  books on a variety 
of subjects.” Wilkinson says 
he also surfs the PLANET  
Universe browser at least  
every other day to get  
questions answered or to just 
learn more about the industry. 

In three short years, this 
new member has grown his company from a one-
person startup to employing seven people, and he 
says PLANET’s help gets much of the credit.

Grindstone
For 16 years, John Battle, the owner of JBa 

Land Management in Dallas, Texas, said he  
had his nose to the grindstone. Then, another  
contractor encouraged him to join PLANET, 
which he did in 2009 after attending the GIC in  
Louisville. Last year, he also attended the Executive 
Forum and Leadership Meeting in Las Vegas. 

“Sometimes it feels like you’re working in 
a vacuum,” says Battle. “You can’t really talk 
with competitors about challenges, and they’re 
not going to share any trade secrets with you  

anyway. PLANET members, though, view  
you as a fellow business person and not as a 
competitor, and the organization is an advocate 
for you and the industry.”

Battle notes that one of the first things he  
noticed about PLANET was that it is  
composed of other business owners who want 
to grow their businesses. “Being a member  
offers a great opportunity to share ideas.”  

Growing with PLANET
Garrick-Santo Landscape Company in  

Malden, Massachusetts, has been a PLANET 
member since 1993. “My husband was always 
keen on getting more information about how 
to run the business and that’s why he joined,” 
relates company President Anita Gottschalk, 
Landscape Industry Certified Manager. Since 
then, the company uses PLANET training  
materials for new employees, joined the STARS 
Safe Company Program, participates in the 
PLANET Day of Service, and continues to order 
new publications and take advantage of other  
resources, including its team of consultants.

“PLANET’s HR Consultant Bill Cook has 
been a tremendous help to us over the years,” 

the evolution of 
a planet MeMBer

“
““Sometimes it feels like  

you’re working in a vacuum,”  
reports John Battle.

A PLANET member for only three years, 
Nikos Phelps already has learned that  
the real value of joining comes from  

meeting people and networking.

“T
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adds Gottschalk. “He is just one of several  
unbelievable benefits that come with being a 
PLANET member.” A few years ago, the company  
also participated for the first time in the PLANET 
Trailblazer program. Industry veteran Bruce 
Moore, Landscape Industry Certified Manager,  
made a day-long visit to offer some on-site  
mentoring. The company owner hopes to get  
selected this year for another Trailblazer visit. 

Even though she’s a veteran member,  
Gottschalk understands how overwhelming 
it can be for new members to have so many  
resources at their disposal. “Don’t be afraid to 
ask questions of members,” she emphasizes, 
“and don’t try to take in everything all at once. 
At GIC, for example, be focused. Last year, I 
took two employees, but before going, we knew 
what we wanted to see and what seminars we 
wanted to attend. Once back home, we were 
able to share the information we gathered.”

And, she points out, if  you have questions 
about the industry or how to run an aspect of 
your business, all you have to do is ask a fellow 
PLANET member. 

Getting involved 
Maurice Dowell, Landscape Industry  

Certified Manager, president of DOWCO 

Enterprises in Chesterfield, Missouri, joined 
PLCAA in 1989 and ALCA six years later.  
“I joined PLANET (then ALCA) to get  
answers to my management questions,” he states.  
“Developing relationships and getting involved 
kept piquing my interest in the organization and 
adding value to my membership.”

In 2004, Dowell was tapped to be chair of 
PLANET’s Awards Subcommittee. Since then, 
he has served on PLANET Executive Forum 
Subcommittee and currently is chair of the 
Membership Committee. This veteran member 
is also a very active Trailblazer, last year alone 
having mentored three landscape contractors.

“PLANET has a lot of resources that are 
very attractive to new and veteran members, 
including its affinity programs, manuals, DVDs, 
in-house consultants, webinars, seminars, and 
so forth,” says Dowell. “But, I truly believe 
the real value of membership comes from  
being involved. I know I’ve grown with my 

PLANET experience and so has our company 
by developing friendships with members from 
around the country. Just being able to pick up 
the phone anytime and get a question answered 
is invaluable.”

Dowell’s involvement has allowed him to 
evolve over the years within the organization 
and within his career. “It’s interesting,” he  
recalls. “When I first joined, I found it a little  
intimidating to ask a long-standing industry 
veteran about an issue I had. Now, I’m the 
one answering questions. I want to help new  
members, and furthermore, there comes a time 
in your life and career when coaching and  
mentoring is the right thing to do.”

Bill Horn, Landscape Industry Certified 
Manager & Technician, can identify with 
Dowell’s experience. The vice president of  
Denver-based Terracare Associates, Inc., also 
started attending ALCA functions in the 
mid-1990s. “For the first few years, I attended  
seminars and introduced myself  to members,” 
Horn recalls. “After maybe three to five years, I 
felt comfortable enough to get more involved.”

Seven years ago, Horn joined the Landscape 
Management Specialty Group Committee, 
and later chaired it for two years. He has also 
been serving on the Safety Committee for six 
years and has been a PLANET Trailblazer for 

four years. “If  you show interest and a desire 
to help out, you are afforded an opportunity 
to do so,” says the veteran member, who will 
also begin serving on the PLANET Board of  
Directors this year. “Being on the board will give 
me another opportunity to share my landscape  
management experience and best practices with 
other board members for the betterment of 
PLANET members and the green industry.”

Getting involved is about giving back says 
Horn. But he adds this caveat, “I’ve gotten back 
tenfold what I’ve given over the years.” Dowell,  
and other long-standing members would  
quickly agree. PLANET membership reaps 
all sorts of rewards to members, and it can 
mean different things to different people. But, 
those who garner the most benefit from their  
membership evolve to be involved.  

“
““If you show interest and a desire to help out, 

you are afforded an opportunity to do so,” 
says veteran PLANET member Bill Horn. 

Maurice Dowell says his PLANET involvement 
has allowed him to evolve within the 
organization and within his career. 



 
conSULTanT corner

or a seemingly low-tech industry, the 
landscape business has been experiencing 
extraordinary levels of innovation since 

2008. This primarily is being driven by adversity 
in the form of economic imbalances in supply and 
demand in the commercial real estate market, and 

unemployment and housing prices in the residential market. 
Yet, with all this adversity — by hook or crook — innovative landscape  

companies not only have survived, but they also have prospered. Industry  
performance benchmarks clearly tell this story of innovation. Consider some 
of the following benchmarks we once accepted as conventional wisdom and 
the magnitude of the change in such a time:

All these gains in performance were driven by a simple necessity —  
the same incentives that drive everything in our wonderful capitalist system: 
(1) providing a quality product to the customer at a more attractive price, and 
(2) getting more productivity out of our primary assets — people.

Price
Providing the customer with a more 

attractive price requires innovation 
in several areas: estimating, job hour 
management, and sales. The facts are:
4  Our prices were too high. Revising 

estimating factors, including  pro-
duction rates, markups, and margins 
is essential and will reduce  gross 
margins. But this is precisely the 
gateway to gaining sales and  mar-
ket share.  

4  There was too much waste in pro-
duction. Implementing GPS and  
integrated work order scheduling software is becoming essential. It re-
duces wasted hours offsetting some of the gross margin loss in estimating. 
Of course, it is not free; it requires an investment in information systems.

4  Sales were generated primarily by referral. Customers came to  you. 
Adapting big company sales-and-marketing strategies can increase 
sales volume, further offsetting the effects of declining gross margins if/ 
when volume grows faster than overhead cost. Again, this is not free, but 
it also does not require the type of fixed cost investment that information 
systems require.

Market innovation requires focus and simplicity. In today’s market, being 
everything to everyone ignores these two cardinal principles. 

Take the case of a Midwest grounds maintenance company that executed 
these price-related strategies. The first step was to redesign its estimating  
system to drive pricing down in core services: mowing, enhancements, and 
snow removal. The net effect was to consciously choose to bid work at lower 
gross margins to increase sales close rates. From 2008 to 2010, while gross 
margin fell by 5 percentage points, sales close rates increased from 15 to 22 
percent. Sales volume help offset gross-profit-dollar shrinkage.  

Step two was the installation of an integrated work order/schedule  
management software system. The net effect was to reduce labor hours per 
job and indirect labor hours in total. From 2008 to 2010, sales per production 
hour increased by 5 percent while indirect hours fell by more than 30 percent. 
This did not offset the price reductions entirely, but it certainly buffered them.

The final innovation was hiring a sales professional and reorganizing  
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Pre 2008 
Benchmarks

2010 
Benchmarks

Sales growth 25 10

Ground Maintenance: Gross Margin 55 45

D/B: Gross Margin 50 40

Bid Build: Gross Margin 35 15

Overhead Leverage: Grounds Maintenance 2.35 2.65

Overhead Leverage: Design Build 3.10 3.50

Net Margin Top 10% 14% 10%

Annual Sales per Salesman:  
Ground Maintenance

 
$500,000 $1,000,000

Annual Sales per Salesman: D/B $1,000,000 $2,000,000

Annual Sales per Salesman: Bid Build $2,000,000 $4,000,000

Annual Sales per Account Manager: 
Ground Maintenance $1,000,000 $2,000,000
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internal staff; for example, dedicating an operations person to measure-
ment and estimating freed up the sales person to — sell. Combining this  
investment with investments in customer relationship management (CRM) 
pipeline software and a marketing story promoted via e-mail blasts and Web 
blogs increased bid and close volumes in excess of 2010 goals.

In less than two years, this company grew from $2.1 million in revenues 
to $3.4 million. The big win was net profit, which increased from 5.1 to 10.7 
percent. Management understood that the old way was a recipe for failure. 

People
Getting more productivity out of your people requires innovation in  

several areas: job tools, compensation, and staff composition. The facts are 
as follows:
4  Most managers and supervisors act out of habit and narrow assumptions of 

cause and effect, relying on the “same old solutions” to now very different 
problems. It therefore becomes essential to produce daily reports using 
numbers instead of “feel” to make decisions. The result is immediate cost 
savings instead of deferred problems.

4  The industry pays too little and “expects” too much from people in key po-
sitions. I am not suggesting your expectations are wrong for performance; 
however, I am saying too often we hire a 100 horsepower engine when we 
need a 200 horsepower engine to pull the load. The only way to change 
this is to pay more per person and have fewer people in total. While this 
costs money in the short run, it reduces costs in the long run.

4   Finally, most people are most effective in a single sphere of their  jobs. 
There are four spheres of job capability: management, sales, operations, 
and administration. Asking one lower-paid person to perform  more than 
one of these roles in a highly effective way is usually a recipe for low  
productivity. Specialization coupled with higher compensation schemes 
pay off.

Like market price, asset productivity also requires focus and simplicity. In 
today’s organizations, everyone doing everything ignores these two cardinal 
principles. 

Take the case of a Southwest grounds maintenance company that executed 
these people-related strategies. Their first step was to design several simple 
reports for each key manager/supervisor to use every day. For example, a 
field supervisor can look at a report to help him quickly determine labor 

needs by route, crew, and job two weeks in advance. The report also high-
lighted jobs where hours exceed budget and formulated a recovery plan. As 
a result, from 2008 to 2010 while pricing fell by 10 percent, gross margins 
declined by less than 2 percent on base contract revenues.

Step two was to change the compensation plans for sales and account man-
agement people. By developing a senior and junior account management job, 
they were able to recruit experienced talent from competitors with a combi-
nation of higher base salary and commissions, based on the expectation of 
managing a book of business 40 percent larger than a less expensive junior 
level account manager. As a result, overhead costs in relation to revenue has 
declined, turnover is near zero percent, and junior people get hands-on job 
training, learning from the senior staff.

The final innovation was to align job descriptions with talent and focus each 
job on simple primary objectives like new sales, up-sells, retention, hours, or 
safety. The results are that people have more time to invest in their primary 
functions, improving personal results. The biggest payoff was in customer re-
tention rates, which, in comparative dollars, increased from 85 to 92 percent.

Since 2007, this company grew from $7.5 million in revenues to $8.9 mil-
lion, with net profit increasing from 3.1 to 8.7 percent. While these changes 
were not greeted with overwhelming happiness at first, people can barely 
remember the days when it was anything other than it is now. Would these 
companies have innovated as they did without the economy going south? Yes, 
probably in the long run, but certainly not at the accelerated pace at which 
they did.



 Impact the

Quality
of Life 

  in Your 
  Community

Join thousands in  
the green industry  
for the PLANET Day  
of Service!

•	Revitalize	the	places	where	people		
live,	work,	and	play.

•	Demonstrate	goodwill	and	environmental		
stewardship.

•	Be	recognized	for	leadership	in	community		
service.

•	Foster	teamwork	among	your	comrades.

•	Show	your	commitment	to	a	great	cause.	

        SPONSORS

 APRIL 22, 2011
Last	year’s	event	drew	over	3,000	participants	
nationwide.	Help	us	create	an	even	bigger	impact	
for	our	industry	by	participating	this	year.	For	a	
complete	planning	guide	and	to	register	your	project(s),	
visit	planetdayofservice.org.	All	participating	companies	receive	five	free	T-shirts	
to	wear	on	April	22	(while	supplies	last).	Register	today!
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cenTraL

Year-round
 certificatio

n testing 

Testing to become Landscape Industry Certified 

is offered year-round — at industry events or via 

nationwide, computer-based testing centers that  

offer scheduling convenience and flexibility. 

Computer testing is available for select exams  

only. The Landscape Industry Certified Technician-

Exterior (formerly CLT-E) requires a written and 

hands-on test offered by licensees at an authorized  

location. For testing center details, visit 

landcarenetwork.org/certification/testing.cfm, 

or call PLANET at (800) 395-2522.

PLANET Day of Service
Join with hundreds of green industry professionals across the country on Earth Day,  
April 22, 2011, to improve green spaces within your communities and raise the level of  
awareness about our industry. Get involved with or plan a PLANET Day of Service project.  
All the information you need to participate can be found at planetydayofservice.org. 

Sponsors: Agrium Advanced Techonologies, American Profit Recovery, JOHN DEERE, PBI/Gordon Corp., and Shindaiwa

Interior Plantscape Symposium
Calling all PLANET Interior Plantscape Technicians to a brand new, one-day technical Interior Plantscape Symposium, offered by OFA – The Association of 
Horticultural Professionals and PLANET, at Longwood Gardens, Kennett Square, Pennsylvania, April 14, 2011. Registration is required by April 8, 2011, to 
attend. For more information or to register, visit LandcareNetwork.org/events/ips, call (800) 395-2522, or e-mail kristinstierle@landcarenetwork.org today!

Legislative Day and R&R
Help take our concerns to legislators on the Hill, and consider donating your time and talent to maintaining the beauty of Arlington National Cemetery. 
Plan now to attend Legislative Day on the Hill and Renewal & Remembrance at Arlington National Cemetery, July 24–26, 2011, Washington, D.C. 
Headquarters hotel: Key Bridge Marriott, Arlington, Virginia. For more information, e-mail Betsy Demoret at betsydemoret@landcarenetwork.org or call 
the PLANET office at (800) 395-2522. 
  Platinum Sponsor: 

PLANET Environmental 

Improvement Awards 

Program
Enter PLANET’s Environmental  

Improvement Awards program to get the 

recognition you deserve for the superior  

execution of  your projects. Early-bird  

deadline is July 8 (save 22 percent on entry fee) 

with the regular deadline of  Aug. 5. If  you  

have questions, contact Gail Rogers at 

gailrogers@landcarenetwork.org or call 

(800) 395-2522 ext. 202.

Awards photo gallery
Check out the photo gallery of   
PLANET award-winning projects at 
LandcareNetwork.org/awards! The photo 
gallery features five areas of  distinction, 
including Commercial Contracting,  
Commercial Landscape Management,  
Interior Plantscaping, Residential  
Contracting, and Residential Landscape 
Management. Take just a few minutes to view 
these breathtaking images that showcase  
the depth of  skill and talent in our industry. 

The Professional 
Entrepreneur:  
When Cowboys Grow Up 
In The Professional Entrepreneur, former PLANET 
President Bill Hildebolt, Ph.D., shares the real-
life journeys to success of  several green industry 
“propreneurs” (professional entrepreneurs). Get 
to know these industry giants. Purchase this book 
from the online Bookstore at LandcareNetwork.org 
or by calling (800) 293-5542 (item AB-0036). All 
proceeds from sale of  this book will go directly 
to funding scholarships through the PLANET 
Academic Excellence Foundation (PLANET AEF).

Trailblazers On Call - 

Immediate access to  

an indust
ry expert. 

Have a pressing business question but not  

sure who to ask? Send it to Gail Rogers at 

gailrogers@landcarenetwork.org, and receive a 

call within 24 hours from one of  our esteemed 

Trailblazers On Call — industry veterans who 

are willing to share their knowledge with you. 

Safety Recognition  Awards ProgramShowcase your safety record by participating in PLANET’s Safety Recognition Awards Program. There is no entry fee, and the application is available online at LandcareNetwork.org under the Safety & Risk Management tab. Applications must be submitted to PLANET by April 29, 2011. For more information about this program, visit LandcareNetwork.org, e-mail Cheryl Claborn at cherylclaborn@landcarenetwork.org, or call (800) 395-2522.
  Sponsor:

Innovation: Subject of  newest Crystal Ball Report Through stories of  successes and failures on the  road to innovation, Crystal Ball Report #30 —  Innovate (or Die): How Green Industry Companies  Will Thrive in the New Economy, shows the relevancy and timeliness of  this topic for green industry professionals. PLANET members will have access  to a free e-book copy; the e-book (Item No. MR-0030E) 
can also be purchased from the online PLANET Bookstore at LandcareNetwork.org or by calling (800) 293-5542.

  Supporting       Sponsor: 
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